Satellite analysis of the severe 1987 forest fires in northern China and southeastern Siberia
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Abstract. Meteorological conditions, extremely conducive to fire development and spread in the spring of 1987, resulted in forest fires burning over extremely large areas in the boreal forest zone in northeastern China and the southeastern region of Siberia. The great China fire, one of the largest and most destructive forest fires in recent history, occurred during this period in the Heilongjiang Province of China. Satellite imagery is used to examine the development and areal distribution of 1987 forest fires in this region. Overall trace gas emissions to the atmosphere from these fires are determined using a satellite-derived estimate of area burned in combination with fuel consumption figures and carbon emission ratios for boreal forest fires.

Introduction

Recent concern over the impact of biomass burning on global atmospheric chemistry has resulted in increased research, particularly in the tropics where biomass burning is most extensive [Crutzen et al., 1979; Andreae, 1991]. International projects are addressing this major environmental issue, with initial emphasis on savanna burning in southern Africa and deforestation burning in Brazil. However, large areas of the world's boreal forest zone, which natural fire has shaped over millennia, are also burned annually. Industrial and recreational use of the boreal forest has increased dramatically over the past century, along with forest fire suppression capabilities. However, periodic extreme fire weather events ensure that fires will continue to be common, fulfilling an essential role in boreal forests [Stocks, 1991]. The fires that developed in northeastern China and southeastern Siberia in the spring of 1987 are a recent example of this process.

As a result, this study is expanded to chronicle the development and extent of forest fires in southeastern Siberia during 1987.

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) advanced very high resolution radiometer (AVHRR) and Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) satellite imagery is used to document fire occurrence and growth and to estimate the areal extent of burning. The general climatology of the region is examined, and trace gas emissions to the atmosphere are derived.

Regional Climatology

The climate in the extreme northeastern region of China and in southeastern Siberia is continental cold-temperate, with long, cold, dry winters and short, warm, humid summers. The region is dominated by the Asiatic high in the winter, which forms over the Lake Baikal region and blocks the progression of winter storms. The infrequency of winter storm passages produces relatively little precipitation, with most of the region receiving less than 5 mm. As spring approaches and warming begins, the Asiatic high breaks...
This study began as an investigation of the great China fire, which occurred in May 1987 in the Heilongjiang Province of northeastern China, burning in excess of 1.3 million hectares of prime forest and resulting in the loss of over 200 lives and 50,000 homes [Cahoon et al., 1991]. From examination of satellite imagery pertaining to the development of the great China fire, it became apparent that extensive forest fire activity was concurrently under way across the border in Siberia, particularly in the area east of Lake Baikal between the Amur and Lena Rivers. The widespread fire activity was evidence that the meteorological conditions responsible for the rapid growth of the great China fire were not local phenomena, but extended over a large geographical area.
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Figure 1. DMSP nighttime image showing fire activity east of Lake Baikal and north of the Amur River. Fires appear as white dots.

Asiatic high has formed, and the dry period begins again. During this annual climatic cycle, forest fires are most frequent and severe in the spring. There are few fires during the summer, and small fire development is common during the autumn [Stocks and Jin, 1988].

Snowfall over the northern China and southeastern Siberia region was typically light during the winter of 1986-1987, and the snow cover had disappeared by early April southeast of Lake Baikal and along the Amur River. Low temperatures and relative humidities prevailed throughout April, with only a light scattering of precipitation. The cumulative result was an extremely dry forest fuel situation in this region by the beginning of May 1987, which combined with increasing temperatures and strong winds to produce uncontrollable forest fires. Stocks and Jin [1988] present a detailed account of the weather conditions prior to and during the great China fire.

Satellite Imagery Analysis of Fire Chronology

Over 200 NOAA AVHRR images, archived in both the global area coverage (GAC) and local area coverage (LAC) formats [Kidwell, 1991], were examined in this study. Clouds associated with repeated frontal passages made ground observation difficult. In fact, the mean summer cloud cover, from 1971 to 1981, is at least 60% over the entire study region [Warren et al., 1986]. When the opportunity did arise to observe the ground, it was quickly apparent from the imagery that the great China fire was less extensive than the fires in Siberia. For this analysis, false color composites were produced with AVHRR channels 1, 2, and 4 [Cahoon et al., 1991; Chung and Le, 1984] to distinguish between smoke plumes (orange), snow (yellow), low clouds (yellowishwhite), high clouds (white), water (blue), unburned vegetation (yellow to blue-green), and burned forest (dark brown to black).

Examination of the AVHRR imagery from late April did not reveal any fire activity, but by May 2, DMSP satellite imagery revealed that forest fires were widespread east of Lake Baikal and along the northernmost stretch of the Amur River (Figure 1). By May 6, these intense fires lifted smoke many kilometers into the atmosphere for long-range transport eastward (Plate 1 (top)). On this date, four forest fires started in the most northern extent of the Heilongjiang Province of China, near the Amur River (Plate 1 (bottom)). One of the four fires was controlled early, despite the severe weather conditions, but the other three grew quickly throughout the day. The remaining fires burned for 3 weeks and eventually coalesced into one large burned region. Even though burning was extensive in Siberia, the phenomenal fire behavior of the great China fire captured international media attention.

Satellite imagery provides a unique perspective on the growth of the great China fire. Two AVHRR local area coverage (LAC) images (Plate 2), obtained from Chinese fire research scientists, illustrate the explosive growth rates of the three individual fires that eventually coalesced to form the great China fire. The AVHRR 3.7-μm channel, sensitive to high-temperature sources [Scorer, 1987; Matson and Dozier, 1981], was used to accentuate the active fire fronts. The fire fronts were clearly visible on the morning of May 7 (Plate 2 (top)) as the fires had burned over an area of 18,000 a. During the afternoon of May 7, strong winds ahead of an
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MAY 6, 1987 6:54 UT  NOAA 9 AVHRR

Plate 1. (top) Extensive fire activity between 50°N and 55°N latitude, east of Lake Baikal and north of the Amur River, is producing an extensive smoke pall that extends toward the Korean peninsula. (bottom) On May 6, two of the three fires that coalesced to form the great China fire have visible plumes.
Plate 2. Two AVHRR satellite images showing the rapid initial spread of the great China fire: (top) image from May 7, with the China/Russia border along the Amur River shown through the middle; (bottom) image from May 8, with the border appearing in the upper third. Active fires (red) can be seen on both sides of the border. On May 8 the outer fire perimeter is clearly visible, and smoke is being transported rapidly southeastward by strong winds.

approaching cold front caused the three fires to spread rapidly eastward, each covering a distance of 60-70 km by late evening, resulting in a total area burned of approximately 350,000 ha. This spectacular growth is evident from the LAC image from the afternoon of May 8 Baikal (near 52°N, 107°E) and in China near the suppressed fire activity. Smoke plumes were visible through breaks in the clouds, but the fires were not as intense. Additionally, fire activity previously not seen was occurring southeast of Lake
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Despite vigorous suppression activities the great China fire burned for about 3 more weeks, eventually burning in excess of 1.3 million hectares of forested land.

On May 9 the band of active fires from Lake Baikal to China was mostly obscured by clouds associated with a passing frontal system. This frontal system brought some precipitation and lower temperatures and to some degree eastern Mongolian border.

Clear sky imagery for May 16-19 provided an extremely good view of the forest fire situation in northern China and southeastern Siberia. The May 16 image (Plate 3) showed a large smoke pall in China and fewer, more scattered, fires in Siberia. Burn scars (dark patches) could be seen on the Russian side (north) of the Amur River. The Matson and Dozier [1981] technique was used to determine the location.

Plate 3. On May 16, 1987, fire activity has diminished to the east of Lake Baikal and north along the Amur River, leaving behind the burn scars (black regions). The great China fire is very active as evident by the smoke pall.
Plate 4. Using the AVHRR 3.7-μm channel, active fire can be detected around the perimeter of the great China fire. The three original fires have almost grown together, but can still be distinguished.
Plate 5. During the last days of May, large fires continued to burn north of the Amur River. The large burn scar in China and the scars from earlier fires in Russia are readily apparent.

of active fires in China on May 16 (Plate 4). The burned area of the great China fire was clearly visible (lighter shade of grey; warmer temperature) within the active fire perimeter (red pixels). The three separate fires in China had burned an area that was now almost continuous, and fewer, less intense, fires were scattered from east of Lake Baikal to north along the Amur River. At this time, active fires were detected further north in Siberia along the Lena River. These
Plate 6. From an AVHRR 4-km image (GAC format) the 1.3 million-hectare burn scar is easily distinguished. Severely burned areas are shown in light blue. This image was acquired on July 29, 1987.

Plate 7. This Landsat TM mosaic is composed of individual scenes from May 23, May 30, and June 6, 1987. The great China fire scar (red) shows the same outline as Plate 6. The areas of deep red are regions that were severely burned.

fires, seldom visible due to extensive cloud cover, burned over large areas in the vicinity of the Lena River during the late May to early June period.

Toward the end of May, intense burning had occurred, and continued to occur, in a region spanning over 30° of longitude in southeastern Siberia. Burn scars stretched from

**Burned Area Estimation**

The surface area of burn scars during the 1987 fire episode was estimated from NOAA 9 AVHRR GAC imagery. Even though only the subsampled GAC imagery was available, reasonable area burned estimates can be attained

east of Lake Baikal to as far as 133°E longitude, and fire activity had increased along a line centered at 53°N latitude and between 110° and 125°E longitude. On May 27, fire activity increased again to the east of Lake Baikal and also appeared about 450 km west of northern Lake Baikal. Active fires remained scattered across southeastern Siberia through the end of May. In China, fire activity was greatly diminished (Plate 5), but a few fires continued into June. During the first week in June, the AVHRR imagery revealed very few fires throughout Siberia and China. However, by June 8, a few fires were again widely scattered east of Lake Baikal.

**Burn Scar Delineation**

The strong contrast between burned and unburned boreal forest is readily visible in the false-colored AVHRR imagery, making it possible to detect and measure fire scars. Plate 6 shows the great China fire as delineated by AVHRR GAC imagery. A mosaicked, higher-resolution Landsat thematic mapper (TM) scene, courtesy of Chinese fire researchers, is presented in Plate 7 for comparison. The general outline of the burn scar compares very well, and there is also good agreement between the most intensively burned areas in each satellite image. As a further comparison an AVHRR LAC image (Plate 8) acquired in 1990 demonstrates that the intensely burned areas can still be delineated from moderately burned areas many years after a fire. In this image, areas burned by intensive crown fires which destroyed the forest canopy during the major runs of the great China fire are visible as lighter patches.

The development of the clear sky mosaic is a several-step process which will be described with the use of matrix notation. For this description, an individual multispectral (three-banded) AVHRR scene is represented by matrix \( D^i \), and the mosaic of all the individual AVHRR scenes is matrix \( M \), where

\[
D^i = \begin{bmatrix}
  d_{11} & d_{12} & \cdots & d_{1j} \\
  d_{21} & d_{22} & \cdots & d_{2j} \\
  \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
  d_{n1} & d_{n2} & \cdots & d_{nj}
\end{bmatrix}
M = \begin{bmatrix}
  m_{11} & m_{12} & \cdots & m_{1j} \\
  m_{21} & m_{22} & \cdots & m_{2j} \\
  \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
  m_{n1} & m_{n2} & \cdots & m_{nj}
\end{bmatrix}
\]

\( n \) is the total number of AVHRR scenes; and \( i \) and \( j \) define the number of elements, \( d \) and \( m \), in the matrices. Each pixel in the AVHRR image is corrected for brightness changes due to the solar zenith angle. Using the NOAA-supplied navigation data, each element \( d_{ij} \) is the result of resampling the
Plate 8. This AVHRR LAC scene from 1990 still shows the most severely burned areas in the great China fire.

The original NOAA scene is resampled into the cylindrical-equidistant map project. Since each AVHRR scene is resampled, for every \( D'' \) the elements \( d_{ij} \) represent the same geographical region and are a function of latitude (\( \phi \)) and longitude (\( \lambda \)). The mosaic image (\( M \)) is the same size and spatially represents the same geographical area as the AVHRR scenes \( D'' \). Then each element of both \( M \) and \( D'' \) can be compared, with the results of the comparison composited into a final scene (\( M' \)). The comparison,

\[
M'_{ij} = \text{Min} (D''_{ij}, M_{ij})
\]  

(2)

tests for the minimum between the mosaicked image (\( M \)) and the AVHRR scene (\( D'' \)) in the AVHRR channel 2 band and saves the elements for all channels of the minimum-
Plate 9. AVHRR clear sky mosaic for the 1987 season.

Plate 10. Classified AVHRR clear sky mosaic showing enhanced burn scars (black).

valued image in the new mosaic $M'$. The testing is iterative, where $M'$ is substituted for $M$, and continues $n$ times through all of the scenes. Since clouds are highly reflective and the burned area is of low reflectance in the AVHRR channel 2, the burned areas are retained while the clouds are removed. pixels that are counted as having a burn scar. The iterative process continues until burn scars, which have been correlated with known fire activity determined from the AVHRR imagery, are isolated and falsely classified pixels have been minimized. The resulting 1987 clear sky
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In estimating the total regional burned area, it was first necessary to classify which image pixels contained burned area. An unsupervised minimum distance classification on AVHRR channels 1, 2, and 4 was then used iteratively to isolate the scar pixels and statistically determine the edge mosaic, with the scar pixels blackened to enhance contrast, is shown in Plate 10.

The resulting scar map was subjected to another processing step to determine the area of each pixel. Since a cylindrical-equidistant projection was used and each side of a pixel is parallel to both meridians and parallels, the distance along each pixel in terms of degrees of latitude and longitude is easy to determine. The distance along a parallel ($d_{phi}$) is derived using the relationship

$$d_{phi} = r \phi$$

where $r$ is the radius of the Earth and $\phi$ is the latitude.

**Table 1. Mean Emission Ratios for Two Combustion Stages in the Boreal Forest**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Combustion Stage</th>
<th>Mean Emission Ratio, %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>flaming</td>
<td>6.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>smoldering</td>
<td>12.30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The remaining C is released in particulate form.

**Table 2. Mass of Each Gas Released During Combustion Stages in the Boreal Forest**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Combustion Stage</th>
<th>Mass Released by Combustion, kg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CO$_2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>flaming</td>
<td>1.877</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>smoldering</td>
<td>1.733</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The fractional time spent in the flaming/smoldering stage, the emissions vary by 2%, 18%, and 21% and CH$_4$, respectively. Therefore the total mas

\[ d_\phi = \frac{a \Delta \lambda \cos \phi}{(1 - \epsilon^2 \sin^2 \phi)^{1/2}} \]

where \( \Delta \lambda \) is the change in longitude, \( a \) is the Earth's radius at the equator, and \( \phi \) is the latitude. The distance along the meridian (\( d_\lambda \)) is then

\[ d_\lambda = \int_{\phi_1}^{\phi_2} \frac{a(1 - \epsilon^2)}{(1 - \epsilon^2 \sin^2 \phi)^{1/2}} d\phi \]

The area of any pixel (\( A_p \)) in the image is then

\[ A_p = d_\phi \times d_\lambda \]

The area of every pixel classified as a scar was then summed to derive the total area burned. The error of the area estimates has been tested using the same methods described by Cahoon et al. [1992]. The estimated error is expected to be \( \pm 3\% \). From this image the total burned area was determined to be 14.446 million hectares (35.697 million acres). The area was also totaled for each 1° x 1° box within the study region (Plate II).

**Trace Gas Emission Estimates**

Based on the satellite assessment of burned area, the trace gas emissions for carbon dioxide (CO\(_2\)), carbon monoxide (CO), methane (CH\(_4\)), and nonmethane hydrocarbons (NMHC) were estimated. The accurate estimation of emissions requires knowledge of the amount of forest fuel consumed during burning. Canadian forest fire research scientists have conducted numerous experimental burning programs in the boreal zone [Stocks, 1987, 1989; Alexander et al., 1991] and have determined fuel consumption figures for boreal fires. Based on the results of these research programs, the average fuel consumption (ground, surface, and aerial fuels) is 2.5 kg m\(^{-2}\) (25,000 kg ha\(^{-1}\)). Since dry fuels contain about 45% carbon (C) by weight [Crutzen and Andreae, 1990], the mass of C consumed is 1.125 kg C m\(^{-2}\) (11,250 kg C ha\(^{-1}\)).

To compute the emissions, the fires are divided into two stages, flaming and smoldering. Both stages produce different levels of emissions in the boreal forest, which affects the final trace gas emission estimates. The amount of time spent in each stage varies widely with fuel type/mixture, moisture content, and weather conditions. For this analysis it was assumed that on average, about 50% of the C consumed occurs in each of the flaming and smoldering stages of the fire. (There are few data on during combustion for either combustion stage 2 (5630 kg C ha\(^{-1}\)). To relate the mass of carbon mass of CO\(_2\) released, the mass of C is multiplied by the stoichiometric factor 44/12 (grams of CO\(_2\)/gram burning efficiency (Percentage of combusted C to CO\(_2\)). For the flaming and smoldering stages efficiency is about 91% and 84%, respectively [1990]. The mass of CO\(_2\) released in the flaming stage is 1.733 kg CO\(_2\) m\(^{-2}\) (18,770 kg CO\(_2\) ha\(^{-1}\)). The mass of the smoldering stage is 1.733 kg CO\(_2\) m\(^{-2}\) (17,3)

The other trace gas emissions were estimated using normalized emission ratios determined from field measurements [Cofer et al., 1990]. For both the flaming and the smoldering stages, the CO\(_2\)-normalized emission ratios for CO, CH\(_4\), and NMHC were obtained by multiplying the combusted C by the appropriate emission ratio given in Table 1. The mass of any trace gas burned region can be obtained by multiplying the total mass released for each gas by the molecule weight ratio of the gas to C. For the average CO\(_2\)-normalized emission ratios for each stage are given in Table 2. Finally, the emission estimates were obtained by multiplying the total burned area by the combustion-released mass per unit area.

The computed gaseous emissions from the 1987 fires in eastern Siberia and northern China are listed in Table 3. The total mass released for each gas is expressed in terms of grams of C per element. As a result of a more incomplete combustion in eastern Asia, it is interesting to note that the 1987 east Asian fires emitted much less CO\(_2\) than CO and CH.

### Table 3. Total Emissions Released From Detected 1987 Forest Fires in Both Eastern Northern China

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Combustion Stage</th>
<th>Total Emission Release From</th>
<th>CO(_2)</th>
<th>CO</th>
<th>CH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Flaming</td>
<td>2.71 × 10(^{11})</td>
<td>1.25 × 10(^{10})</td>
<td>6.61 x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smoldering</td>
<td>2.50 × 10(^{11})</td>
<td>2.33 × 10(^{10})</td>
<td>1.37 x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>5.21 × 10(^{11})</td>
<td>3.58 × 10(^{10})</td>
<td>2.03 x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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CH$_4$ relative to savanna fires which have a more complete combustion. Conclusion

Fire is the dominant force that shapes the development and composition of boreal forests which cover over 1 billion hectares worldwide, two thirds of which are in Russia. Earlier estimates by Crutzen et al. [1979] and Seiler and Crutzen [1980] suggested that as much as 1.5 million hectares of boreal forest burn annually, but more recent estimates by Stocks [1991] and Kasischke et al. [1993] reported that an average 8 million hectares burned annually during the 1980s, with great year-to-year fluctuations. The discrepancy in estimates can be partially attributed to a greater awareness during the last decade of fire and its importance in boreal forests, but also reflects the fact that little was known about fire activity in the Russian boreal forests until recently. In 1987, approximately 14 million hectares burned in eastern Asia alone, and even though 1987 may have been an extreme year, the fact remains that an assessment of the spatial and temporal variations of boreal forest fires throughout the world has not been made. This type of assessment is required to determine the cause-and-effect relationship between boreal fires and global change.

The emissions from the 1987 eastern Asia boreal fires have been shown to be significant on the global scale. These emissions may also influence the measurements of other satellite instruments. Fishman et al. [1991] have shown that a tropospheric ozone maximum develops over eastern Asia and extends outward over the North Pacific Ocean during the burning season. Also, the measurement of air pollution from satellite (MAPS) instrument, flown in October 1984, showed a relatively high concentration of CO over eastern Asia and the North Pacific Ocean [Reichie et al., 1990]. The CO may be at least partially attributed to the emissions produced during the boreal forest burning season. The detectability of these emissions with spaceborne instruments attests to the magnitude of the burning. Boreal forest fires will no doubt impact measurements of the Earth Observing System (EOS) instruments later in this decade.

Table 4. Emission Comparisons

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>CO$_2$. g C</th>
<th>CO$_2$. g C</th>
<th>CH$_4$. g C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1987 east Asian fires</td>
<td>$1.42 \times 10^{14}$</td>
<td>$1.54 \times 10^{13}$</td>
<td>$1.52 \times 10^{12}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Savanna fire emissions, yr$^{-1}$</td>
<td>$7.00 \times 10^{14}$</td>
<td>$4.25 \times 10^{13}$</td>
<td>$2.20 \times 10^{12}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global biomass burning emissions, yr</td>
<td>$3.50 \times 10^{15}$</td>
<td>$3.50 \times 10^{14}$</td>
<td>$3.80 \times 10^{13}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratio of 1987 east Asian fire emissions to savanna fire emissions, %</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contribution of 1987 east Asian fire emissions to global emissions, %</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

is a 27% sampling of LAC (1 km) imagery, Cahoon et al. [1992] have shown that the area burned can be estimated with reasonable error. Hence GAC imagery is appropriate for monitoring fires in the boreal ecosystem. GAC imagery has been archived for over a decade and potentially could provide a long-term record of fires and emissions throughout the boreal forest. With the use of improved emission models, combined with long-term AVHRR-derived burned-area determinations, better estimates of trace gases released to the atmosphere can be made, and a more conclusive understanding of the interactions between the boreal forest and the atmosphere, carbon cycling, and climate change can be attained.
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